
SWITCHWORDS
CREATE  YOUR  REAL I T Y  WITH  I N TENT

Switchword Success
Switchwords are single word affirmations and can be used as a mantra.

Switchwords are specifically chosen words that are accessed by your subconscious 

mind and bypass your conscious mind. It is your subconscious mind that stores 

beliefs and behaviours and is responsible for approximately 95% of the decisions 

you make daily. Our lives are as Bruce Lipton states our: “A printout of our 

subconscious programmes...” (The Biology of Belief). Now when we know this, if we 

want to create changes in our lives we need to reprogramme the subconscious 

beliefs that unintentionally sabotage our conscious efforts. Switchwords are 

accessed by the subconscious mind and can bring about the changes you desire.   

Switchwords are powerful commands to the universe that you 
want to manifest a change in your life, now!   

The Magic Number 
Switchwords maybe stated once such as CLEAR meaning to dis-create or CARE 

meaning to remember a thought. These two switchwords are very useful as you go 

about your day if you say or think something you regret state CLEAR immediately on the 

hand if you want to remember something you have read or heard state CARE. Another 

way to use switchwords is as a mantra chanted 10, 28 or 108 times. These are traditional 

chanting numbers dating way back 8000 years. There are many reasons why 10, 28 or 

108, two of which are; the chakras, which is our energy system, has an intersections of 

energy lines. There is said to be 108 energy lines meeting to form the heart chakra. 

Another reason is that 1 stands for the highest truth, 0 stands for completeness and 8 

stands for infinity in spiritual practices. 

 Switchwords work through sound which creates a vibration that is accessed by the 

subconscious mind and because they are not literal the conscious mind has no chance 

to disrupt it.  So, get your switchwords on! 
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To Increase Monetary Wealth  
FIND - To build fortune 

COUNT - To make money  
DIVINE - To work miracles 
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To Support to Move Forward with an Idea 
HELP – To get rid of uncertainty 
MOVE – To have sudden energy 

ON – To create new ideas 

To Reduce Fear and Anxiety  
TOGETHER - To do anything  

CHANGE - To rid an energy from the body 
BE - For peace of mind 


